
2022 COVID

The KEY points to successfully gain entry to the Canada Games Aquatic Centre (CGAC):
 Proof of vaccination or medical 

required  
 government-issued ID 
 successful facility screening    
 face mask at all times 

 

Vaccination Proof 
By Middlesex-London Health Unit (MLHU) Section 22 orders
age or older are required to show proof of full vaccination
government QR code upon entrance to the Canada Games Aquatic Centre
individuals entering the building regardless of activity.
12th birthday to show proof of full vaccination, if they are not already fully vaccinated. 
 

Facemasks 
Every person in CGAC must remain masked
facemasks are strongly encouraged. 
 

Spectators 
CGAC has facility limit of 400 spectators for this event. 
spectator per swimmer” recommendation
families, respectfully asking for everyone’s co
 

Entry & Exit  
Only swimmers participating in the scheduled
All swimmers and coaches, senior officials and safety officials
through the front entrance. Spectators will enter CGAC last
commences. There will be no “in-out” 
inside until they are finished their session
every time they enter CGAC (parents with swimmers in multiple sessions take note.)
participants, whether swimmer, official, or spectator, will exit CGAC through the 
Spectators (parents) are asked to leave CGAC at the conclusion of their swimmer’s last event
outside at a meeting place they have preorganized with their swimmer
  
Screening 
Everyone entering CGAC will be screened for health and contact tracing. This 
coded sign at each entrance. Once the online screen is completed, each individual
the screener and show the completed 
Everyone will then show proof of vaccination
passport. If individuals do not use the 
screening. This is for every person 12 or over 
by spectators – for every session of the competition.
 

Swimmer & Spectator Seating 
Upon successful entry: swimmers will proceed to their team’s designated seating area, officials will 
proceed to the designated officials meeting space, and spectators will proceed to the 
area. If required, the ground level mezzanine 
used for swimmer seating at the completion of their events while they wait to leave CGAC
not be available to spectators. 
 

 
COVID-19 GUIDELINES (visiting clubs) 

 
to successfully gain entry to the Canada Games Aquatic Centre (CGAC):

medical exemption (if applicable) for all individuals 

 

London Health Unit (MLHU) Section 22 orders (Nov 1, 2021), all individuals
required to show proof of full vaccination or medical exemption by providing their

upon entrance to the Canada Games Aquatic Centre (CGAC)
individuals entering the building regardless of activity. Swimmer’s born in 2010 have 8 weeks from their 

to show proof of full vaccination, if they are not already fully vaccinated. 

must remain masked at all times, except when swimming.

CGAC has facility limit of 400 spectators for this event. We are asking families to please observe a “one 
recommendation. While this is a recommendation only, we are

respectfully asking for everyone’s cooperation and compliance in this regard.

participating in the scheduled session will be permitted access to 
, senior officials and safety officials will enter first, followed by 
Spectators will enter CGAC last, through the rear entrance

 privileges – once individuals gain entry to CGAC they will remain 
ey are finished their session.  Every individual will need to complete the intake process 

every time they enter CGAC (parents with swimmers in multiple sessions take note.)
participants, whether swimmer, official, or spectator, will exit CGAC through the doors that they entered

pectators (parents) are asked to leave CGAC at the conclusion of their swimmer’s last event
at a meeting place they have preorganized with their swimmer. 

will be screened for health and contact tracing. This can
Once the online screen is completed, each individual

completed screen with City of London logo and the date of the event. 
proof of vaccination (QR code) and personal ID that matches the vaccination 

use the QR coded sign for screening, they will have t
person 12 or over – swimmers and coaches, followed by officials, followed 

for every session of the competition.  

Upon successful entry: swimmers will proceed to their team’s designated seating area, officials will 
proceed to the designated officials meeting space, and spectators will proceed to the 

level mezzanine near the front entrance, overlooking the deep end
at the completion of their events while they wait to leave CGAC

to successfully gain entry to the Canada Games Aquatic Centre (CGAC): 
- government QR code 

all individuals 12 years of 
or medical exemption by providing their 

(CGAC).  This applies to all 
born in 2010 have 8 weeks from their 

to show proof of full vaccination, if they are not already fully vaccinated.  

except when swimming. 3-ply medical 

We are asking families to please observe a “one 
only, we are in, fairness to all 

operation and compliance in this regard. 

session will be permitted access to CGAC. 
, followed by all officials, 

, through the rear entrance when warm-up 
once individuals gain entry to CGAC they will remain 
individual will need to complete the intake process 

every time they enter CGAC (parents with swimmers in multiple sessions take note.)  All session 
doors that they entered. 

pectators (parents) are asked to leave CGAC at the conclusion of their swimmer’s last event and wait 

can be done using the QR 
Once the online screen is completed, each individual will then proceed to 

he date of the event. 
and personal ID that matches the vaccination 

they will have to complete a verbal 
, followed by officials, followed 

Upon successful entry: swimmers will proceed to their team’s designated seating area, officials will 
proceed to the designated officials meeting space, and spectators will proceed to the spectator seating 

overlooking the deep end, will be 
at the completion of their events while they wait to leave CGAC. This area will 


